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Explaining baryon asymmetry (i.e., matter dominance) in the universe has
been a vexing problem in physics. This analysis, based on the holographic
principle, identifies fractional electric charge with the state of bits of information on the event horizon. Thermodynamics on the event horizon at the time
of baryogenesis then estimates observed baryon asymmetry.
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Abstract

Electric Charge, Baryon Asymmetry, Holographic Principle

1. Introduction
Baryon asymmetry (matter dominance) in the universe has been difficult to explain. This paper is based on the holographic principle [1], a direct consequence
of quantum mechanics, general relativity, black hole thermodynamics, and
Shannon information theory, indicating only a finite number (about 10122) of bits
of information encoded on the event horizon will ever be available to describe
our observable universe. The two possible states of each bit, positive and negative, can be identified with fractional charge in the universe. Describing Standard Model fermions as spheres with radius 1/4 their Compton wavelength [2]
e
indicates charge ± associated with each bit, where e is electron charge.
6
Thermodynamics on the event horizon at the time of baryogenesis and energy
difference between bit states then estimates observed baryon asymmetry. Similar
treatment of baryon asymmetry [3] used a specific preon model not relevant to
this analysis.
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2. Charge and the Holographic Principle
ne
, where n = 0, 1,
3
2 or 3. Considering fundamental fermions as spheres with radius 1/4 their
ne
Compton wavelength [2] requires surface charge ±
at each end of the spin
6
axis to insure identical electrostatic potential energy of first-generation fermions.
So, identifying states of each bit of information available to describe the observe
e
able universe as
or − accounts for charge in the universe. Origin of the
6
6
universe by quantum fluctuation from nothing [4] requires equal number of plus
and minus charged bits to ensure a charge-neutral universe and charge conservation, a precondition for gauge invariance and Maxwell’s equations. In any
physical system, energy must be transferred to change state of information bits.
Protons have charge e and anti-protons have charge −e . Regardless of how
bits of information on the horizon specify protons or anti-protons, bit configurations specifying protons must differ in 6 bits from configurations specifying
e
e
bits and − bits do not have the same energy, the
anti-protons. Since
6
6
number of protons and anti-protons created in the early universe must be slightly
e
e
different. If
bits have lower energy than − bits, there must be more mat6
6
ter than anti-matter in the universe and this analysis estimates that baryon
asymmetry.
Fundamental particles in the Standard Model have charge ±

3. Matter Distribution in the Universe
At the fundamental level, information specifies time evolution of matter distribution in the universe. Observations indicate our universe is a closed Friedmann
universe, dominated by vacuum energy in the form of a cosmological constant and
so large it is approximately flat [5]. If Hubble constant H0 = 67.8 km∙sec−1∙Mpc−1,
3H 02
critical density =
8.64 × 10−30 g/cm3 , where G = 6.67 × 10−8 cm3/(g∙sec2).
ρcrit =
8π G
Matter accounts for 30.8% of energy in today’s universe, today’s matter density in
the universe is ρ0 =
2.66 × 10−30 g/cm3 , and vacuum energy den( 0 ) 0.308ρ=
crit

8π G ρv
,
c2
where c = 3 × 1010 cm/sec, and there is an event horizon in the universe at radius

sity ρv =
5.98 × 10−30 g/cm3 . Cosmological constant Λ =
(1 − 0.308) ρcrit =

3
= 1.64 × 1028 cm . The holographic principle then indicates only
Λ
π RH2
=
N
= 4.69 × 10122 bits of information on the event horizon will ever be
ln ( 2 ) lP2
R
=
H

able to describe our observable universe, where Planck length=
lP
× 10−33 cm and Planck’s constant ћ = 1.05 × 10−27 g∙cm2/sec.

G
1.62
=
c3

With no source or sink for information outside a closed universe, the amount
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of information available to describe the observable universe remains constant. In
a closed universe, the total quantity of matter in the universe is conserved, there
are only N bits of information available and mass per bit of information,
4 3
=
π RH ρ0 =
approximately 10−67 g, is mass M
( 0 ) 4.92 ×1055 g divided by the
H
3
number of bits N.
Information on the horizon specifying distribution of mass within the observable universe at any instant is of little use to an observer, because signals
traveling at light speed take about 17 billion years to reach the observer. However, as shown below, baryon asymmetry can be estimated using only information
on the horizon at the time of baryogenesis. Since mass associated with each bit of
information is only about 10−67 g, the analysis is consistent with protons and anti-protons having indistinguishable masses.

4. Baryon Asymmetry
Temperature at time of baryon formation (baryogenesis) was

2m p c 2
= 2.18 × 1013  K , where Boltzmann constant
k
 g⋅cm 2  
m p 1.67 × 10−24 g . Scale factor of
k 1.38 × 10−16 
K and proton mass =
=
2 
sec


TB
=

 2.725 
15
the universe at baryogenesis=
was RB R0 
 ≈ 10 cm , where 2.725 ˚K is
T
 B 

today’s cosmic microwave background temperature and R0 ≈ 1028 cm is today’s
scale factor. Time tB of baryogenesis, in seconds after the end of inflation, is found
2

2

 dR   8π G   R 
from Friedmann’s equation 
−κ c 2 . After inflation, the
 −
ε   =
 dt   3   c 
universe is so large it is almost flat, and curvature parameter κ ≈ 0 . Energy
4

3

 g 
R 
R 
4.4 × 10−34  3  c 2 , ε m ,
density is ε ( R ) = ε r  0  + ε m  0  + ε v , where ε=
r
 cm 
 R
 R
and ε v are today’s radiation, matter, and vacuum energy densities. Vacuum
energy density was negligible in the early post-inflationary universe, and radiation dominated before radiation/matter equality, when R  10−5 R0 . Integrating
2

2

2

4
8π Gε r R04
 dR   8π G  ε r R0  dR   A 
, from the

 − 2  2 = 
 −   = 0 , where A =
3c 2
 dt   3c  R
 dt   R 
1 2
end of inflation at t = 0 to t gives
R − Ri2 =
At , where Ri is scale fac2
RB2 − Ri2 RB2
tor at the end of inflation. So =
tB
≈
≈ 10−7 sec , if RB  Ri . Dis2A
2A
tance from any point in the universe to the particle horizon for that point [6] is

(

tB

=
d B cRB ∫

dt ′
 cR
=  B
′
R (t )  A

d B ≈ cRB

2t B
≈ 104 cm .
A

0
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t

B
cRB  2

Ri2 + 2 At =
Ri + 2 At B − Ri  . Since RB  Ri ,


A 
0
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Surface gravity on particle horizon at baryogenesis is
g HB
=

4π G
4π G ε r R04
ε ( RB ) d B ≈
2
3c ARB2
3c

(1)

and associated horizon temperature [7] [8] is

=
THB


g HB ≈ 6 × 10−7  K
2π ck

(2)

Temperature at any epoch is uniform throughout a postinflationary homogeneous isotropic Friedman universe, and causal horizon at baryogenesis is distance d B from every point in the universe. Temperature at every point on the
causal horizon for every point in the universe is the same because surface gravity
of the uniform sphere within the horizon is the same at every point on every horizon. Bits on all causal horizons are in thermal equilibrium, only two quantum
states are accessible to those bits, and equilibrium statistical mechanics establishes occupation probabilities of bit states in thermal equilibrium at temperature THB proportional to their corresponding Boltzmann factors. So, if energy of
e
e
bits on the horizon at baryogenesis is Ebit − Ed and energy of − bits is
6
6
Ebit + Ed , proton/antiproton ratio at baryogenesis is
6

12 Ed
− Ed
E +E
− bit d 
 − Ebit
12 Ed
12 Ed
kTHB
kTHB
e
 e kTHB ≈ 1 +
=
e
and proton excess is
.


kTHB
kTHB


e
e
state
Energy released when a bit on the horizon drops from − state to
6
6
e
e
raises another bit from
to − state, and that is the mechanism for charge
6
6
conservation. Energy must be transferred by massless quanta with wavelengths
related to the size of the universe. With no reliable definition of size (as opposed
to scale factor) of an open universe, this analysis only applies to a closed Friedmann universe, in particular one like ours that is so large it is approximately flat.
The only macroscopic length characteristic of the horizon of a closed Friedmann
universe with radius (scale factor) R ( t ) is circumference 2π R ( t ) . If energy
2 Ed to change the state of bits associated with a mass quantum within the universe (and corresponding bits on the horizon) at baryogenesis equals the energy
of massless quanta with wavelength characteristic of a closed Friedmann universe with radius RB

2 Ed =

c
RB

(3)

Using Equations (1), (2), and (3), proton excess at baryogenesis is
12 Ed  24π c 2  2.725 
3
. Dependence on R0 arises because RB, the
=


kTHB  R0   TB  8π Gε r
radius of the universe at baryogenesis, depends on R0, today’s cosmic microwave
background temperature 2.725˚K, and temperature TB at baryogenesis. For R0 ≈
1028 cm, proton excess is 1.8 × 10−9. WMAP [9] estimated baryon density to cosmic
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microwave background photon density ratio as 6.1 × 10−10. At baryogenesis, the
e
bits approximately equals the number of
number of proton states with six
6
e
anti-protons states with six − bits, and when almost all protons and antipro6
tons annihilate to two photons the ratio of baryon to photon states is
1
1.8 × 10−9 =
6 × 10−10 , in agreement with WMAP.
3

(

)

5. Conclusion
Using the holographic principle, states of information bits on the event horizon
describing matter distribution within the universe are identified with fractional
electric charge. Describing fundamental fermions in the Standard Model as
spheres with radius 1/4 their Compton wavelength and half their charge on the
surface at each end of their spin axis, combined with thermodynamics on the
event horizon at the time of baryogenesis, explains baryon asymmetry.
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